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Our Purpose
Albany Secondary Education Support Centre is committed to providing a safe, caring and supportive
environment where students are empowered to achieve their social, emotional and academic potential;
leading to positive relationships both in and beyond school.
We foster an inclusive environment that provides opportunities for all students to develop independence
for life and actively contribute to society.

Excellence in specialised teaching and individualised education

Our Values
Respect, Responsibility, Positive & Caring, Safe
Our Values encompass the positive behaviours and attitudes that are explicitly taught at ASESC to ensure
students understand what they mean and how they relate to everyday life. Our Values underpin our
everyday operations and guide future planning for student education.

Principal’s Message
Albany Secondary Education Support Centre (ASESC) is a secondary school which caters for students
with a variety of disabilities. All our students are at educational risk and require substantial adjustments to
the teaching and learning program as well as the learning environment.
ASESC opened the year with new classrooms, sensory areas and social outdoor areas. The students
were welcome on the first day with a fresh start with a new vibrant and inviting school area.
In 2021 ASESC continued into the second year of their business plan, gathering data and evidence of

growth and achievement. All teachers were focused on the key drivers established through the business
plan

•

High Quality Teaching

•

Whole school focus on pastoral care and wellbeing

•

Maintaining collaboration and partnerships with families and community

•

Building capacity and promoting excellence with all staff

•

Empowering students with successful pathways beyond school.

A focus of 2021 was building and maintaining partnerships with families and community and we had a
number of events whereby we connected with our wider community. The “Branching Out” art exhibition
was one of these events. Students and community members displayed their art work at our community
event and all pieces were auctioned off to raise funds for an Aboriginal Mural at the school.
ASESC is committed to building a culture that acknowledges, affirms and celebrates Aboriginal people
and in particular the Menang Noongar people of the Great Southern. Our RAP plan represents our
commitment to foster new knowledge and relationships in our community and beyond. It allows us to

explore the possibilities of what we can achieve by working together, welcoming all of our families to build
a community that is educated and respectful of everyone's rights. The staff embraced the opportunity for
learning on the land with excursions to local areas to learn bush tucker and local history.
The introduction of an Augmentative Alternate Communication (AAC) Professional Learning Community
highlighted the need for further development and education around alternate forms of communication.
"To be able to communicate effectively is a basic human right. It is essential to human relationships,
learning, participation in life and a sense of self” Bill of Rights (1992). This committee was key to ensuring
that all students had access to a voice, all students worked hard to use their communication device in a

variety of settings.
Finally, I would like to thank the ASESC community, I am privileged to have had the opportunity to be
Principal of the school in 2021 and I know that I have learnt a lot and I hope contributed in some way to
the growth and learning of all our students.

Karen Augustson
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School Board
The purpose of the School Board is to work with the school community to achieve the best outcomes for
the students. The board plays an important role in ensuring school resources are used efficiently and that
the community’s expectations and the school’s priorities reflect the needs of the students. The school
board consists of staff members including the Principal, community members and parents.
Our school would like to express our gratitude to the outgoing Chairperson of the Board, Ms Jeanne
Swartz, who joined the Board in 2014 and was Chairperson since 2017. Jeanne has played a key role in
the progress of the school and it was under her guidance that significant lobbying occurred resulting in the

recent redevelopment of the school buildings and learning environment.

Community Representatives

Jeanne Swarts

Marie-Claire Barrett

Lorraine Gower

Parent Representatives

Jacqueline Kirby

Brian Appleby

Staff Representatives

Phil Smith

Karen Augustson

Lia Shavian
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Best Practice
The graphic below demonstrates how the programs and strategies support students to demonstrate
personal excellence and the school to deliver best practice in education for students.
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ASESC specialist programs
We deliver a number of specialist work programs at Albany Secondary Education Support Centre. In 2021
these included:
•

Bushrangers

•

Community Work Crew

•

Containers for Change

•

School Work Crew

•

Vocational Education and Training

•

Workplace Learning

8
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Bush Rangers

Bush Rangers WA is a youth-based conservation and community development program which ASESC
has been running as an in-school program for 15 years. This year we had 22 students enrolled. It
supports young Western Australians to gain an understanding of conservation and the natural
environment and to take an active role in the community. The program operates with two cadet groups
and is modified to suit the different needs of the students participating.
Our cadets build their knowledge and skills through community projects such as National Tree Day, Clean
up WA Day and Keep Australia Beautiful. The cadets are also able to build their knowledge of their
surroundings by participating in regular excursions in the Albany area, such as Residency Museum,
Biodiversity Park, Albany Bird Park, Community Garden, Residency Museum, local parks and businesses.
The Cadets this year continued their ongoing volunteer projects such as weed eradication in various
bushlands and dune restoration with the Albany City Council as well as regular beach clean ups as part of
the Tarangoa Blue and Adopt The Spot project. This year we have had a focus on recycling and
sustainability so have had excursions to Clean Away and Green Skills where the students could
participate in hands on activities as well as in class lessons on the value and how to of recycling and how

they can contribute to it. The Cadets have also had the opportunity to attend excursions with Larry Blight
from Kurrah Mia for Bush Tucker education, local cultural history and plant identification.
The cadets were exposed to a wide range of Bush Ranger experiences during camps. These included
Perth, Porongurup National Park Kalgoorlie and Margaret River. This enabled them to gain knowledge of
different environments , history and culture. The Cadets’ self confidence, leadership and life skills benefit
dramatically because of the Cadets participation in these camps.
The Cadet program is supported
and

funded

by

Cadets WA,

Department of Communities and
Lottery West grants.
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Community Work Crew
The Community Work Crew program works in collaboration with Camp Quaranup to help maintain and
improve The Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries camp site, all the while
developing communication, teamwork and health and safety skills.
Where possible new projects are planned and budgeted by students, including making predictions on time
frames, what tools and personal protective equipment are required and health and safety considerations.
When a job is completed students reflect on what went well and what areas could be improved.
The handling of new tools is explicitly modelled to students before they are assessed on their safe and
responsible usage during projects.
Students are given an hourly ‘wage’ for their labour. They fill out time sheets for each day they work and
use this wage for a team reward at the end of each term, an example of this was an archery activity and
sausage sizzle. This instils the tangible value of hard work in students.
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Containers for Change
ASESC Containers for Change started out as an internal microenterprise before expanding into a work
based learning community outreach program.
Students take an active role in all aspects of developing a business:
•

Reviewing a business plan.

•

Developing marketing strategies; designing the logo, informative posters and flyers. These are now
digitised and printed onto signage and uniforms.

•

Writing to local business people to procure partnerships and donated infrastructure.

Students use team work skills and health and safety practices to collect eligible containers from company
bins around campus before storing for sorting. The group go out on weekly excursions to the Green Skills
aggregation facility to gain experience of a working warehouse. When working at Green Skills, students
develop:
•

Warehouse safety practices and use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).

•

Understanding of eligible materials.

•

Processes of physical sorting and counting.

•

Processing payments via the Containers for Change online system.

•

Customer service skills at the front of house.

During formal classroom sessions, students design persuasive posters and pamphlets to encourage
people to donate to the cause. During the weekly excursion the team collects from these sites using
modelled professional communication. An agreed percentage of the proceeds from these collections go to
local community groups. Students use maths skills to calculate donations and profits.
Students are given an hourly ‘wage’ from the profits of their labour. They fill out time sheets for each day
they work and use this wage for a team reward at the end of each term. An example of this was an
excursion to a local beach at the end of last year. Student wages were spent on hiring bikes and having ice
creams. This aspect of the program instils the tangible value of hard work in students.
Students monitor revenue and take a role in deciding what school resources will be purchased with profits.
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School Work Crew
Previously we examined the opportunities we offer students and how these help prepare students to
successfully transition from school into their chosen post school options. After reflecting upon the
pathways students leave school to follow, we noticed a growing number of students who were not yet
ready for transitioning into open employment, but were capable and interested in participating in more
than just recreation opportunities in their community. After investigating opportunities that target the
growing number of students who fell in this gap, it was decided to create a new work skills class where
the primary objective was to continue to teach students work skills while meeting students needs at the
level at which they are at.

Consequentially students worked as a small team to develop work skills with a focus on occupational
health and safety, team work, independence and following instructions. In 2021 the students created an
amazing array of products which they then sold at two separate pop up shops at the end of the year. One
at the School Art Exhibit, the other at the School Open day. The program was very successful and
expansion of the program will be reviewed into next year.
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VET - Vocational Education and Training
Staff at ASESC work with students to develop Individual Pathway Plans during their schooling. These
plans help staff and students with a planned transition through school and incorporate Workplace
Learning, TAFE courses, volunteer work, extra programs such as Bush Rangers, the Community Work
Crew, swimming and the school curriculum.
In 2021 ASESC continued a strong relationship with Southern Regional TAFE with one student
participating in a VETiS (VET in Schools) course. The student successfully completed the Certificate II in
Hospitality.

For the second year, ASESC Auspiced with ACTIV Pathways, delivering a TAFE course at school. For the
first time we ran the Certificate II in Business course. It was run over two days with six year 12 students
participating. Five of the six students successfully completed the course, with one student gaining a
Certificate I in Business. The Certificate II in Business was integrated with a Coffee Enterprise where
students incorporated skills learnt, learn new skills which were beneficial for future employment or
volunteer work.

Workplace Learning
Albany Secondary Education Support Centre has again offered the Authority Developed Workplace
Learning program to students who demonstrate work readiness attributes in their final year of school and
has offered Work Experience opportunities to students who also demonstrate work readiness attributes in
years 10 and 11. Students have gained a multitude of skills, experience and therefore opportunities,
which can only come about by immersing students in real work environments.
In 2021, 15 students attended workplaces which provided students the opportunity to bridge gaps in their
skills deficits and practice and improve upon their existing skills and knowledge. Four of our students
have been awarded WACE points following their successful participation in the practical Work Experience
opportunities combined with completing the theoretical component of Skills Journal. During 2021, we
accessed a total of 10 different work places, all of whom were incredibly supportive of our students, their
learning journey, and the Workplace Learning program. All students involved in Workplace Learning
have made excellent progress, and formed many positive community relationships which will help them to
pursue work when their schooling is completed. Of the graduating students this year, 8 had participated in
Workplace Learning. Of those 8, 5 were offered employment.
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School Community
Student Councillors
Each semester a Student Councillor is chosen from each classroom to represent their class and the
school. It is a rigorous process where students are nominated and then voted in by their class members.
Councillors are required to sign a contract stating the qualities and expectations they are to abide by
during this time, as well as receiving a Student Councillor badge.
Student Councillors meet on a regular basis to discuss their role within the school and other items they or
their class members would like to raise. They are responsible for raising and lowering the three flags each
day and running the school assemblies. They demonstrate appropriate speaking and leadership skills by
following the agenda and calling on various representatives to present.
In 2021 the student councillors organised and participated in Book Week, the Anzac Day parade, the
Remembrance Day parade and well as an acknowledgement at school and the Big Breakfast. Our
Student Councillors helped greet parents and direct them to locations during school events such as the
Graduation Ceremony.
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PALS
•

Partnership between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people based on trust, mutual respect and
understanding.

•

Acceptance of and respect for diversity and valuing Aboriginal perspectives.

•

Learning more about each other, Aboriginal histories, languages and cultures; and how we can
build strong partnerships with Aboriginal people.

•

Sharing a common journey towards healing and reconciliation.

As part of our schools new furbishing and branding and opening of our six seasons garden and

recreational area, PALS funding was used to coordinate an Aboriginal elder to perform a smoking
presentation and Welcome to Country to celebrate the new beginning of ASESC school buildings,
independence and growth. The school contributed further funds and employed a local artist Shandell
Cummings to design a school motif of the heritage and symbolism of students and the area they live in
who attend the school. This motif can be used on new staff uniforms and also on our letterhead to
promote reconciliation with the wider community.
ARTWORK
Titled: MIA NGAAN KAATIDJIN
(MY-AH NG-ARN KART-IT-JIN)
(Home of Knowledge)

The artwork depicts the school at
the centre with the hands holding
the school. There are people at
the school with the children
caring for them, teaching them
and helping them to grow (the
leaves reflect the growing).
The larger circles with the people
are the towns that the school
services and the families that
they support are the smaller circles. The dots that connect them
are the travel paths of the old
people and now the students
who attend this school.
The coloured dots are also
reflective of where the towns are
with Albany and Denmark being
green with blue for the sea. As
you move more inland the land is
drier so that is where its brown
and the farms have crops and
canola fields etc.
The blue river is Yakamia Creek
and the green lands that
surround the creek.
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Albany Secondary Educational Support Centre
Reconciliation Action Plan
September 2021 to September 2022.
At the start of Term Two, ASESC in its endeavour to embrace the Aboriginal Cultural Framework and
promote Cultural Awareness in the school to staff, students and the wider community, decided to
formulate its very own Reconciliation Action Plan. An initial working party of three met to formulate a

rough draft of various actions and direction they felt the school should go. The draft was completed then
displayed to all staff for further comment and input, before a final version was completed and sent to
Narragunnawali Reconciliation in Education, for approval. Once approved an expression of interest was
made to staff for further members to join the working committee and discuss actions they will be
accountable for.
Albany Secondary Education Support Centre (ASESC) is committed to building a culture that
acknowledges, affirms and celebrates Aboriginal and Torres Islander people’s cultures and traditions. Our
Reconciliation Action Plan represents our commitment to foster new knowledge and relationships in our

community and beyond. It allows us to explore the possibilities of what we can achieve by working
together, welcoming all Australian families to build a community that is educated and respectful of
everyone’s rights.
This vision embodies our commitment to reconciliation and this shall be demonstrated by engaging with
Australia’s First Nations people and upskilling our school community, which will lead to a deeper
understanding and appreciation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people’s culture and community.
At ASESC we will strive to create a culturally inclusive and supportive environment.
This is our vision to build unity within our school community.

ASESC ( RAP) Working Party
Karen Augustson - Karen Auguston@education.wa.edu.au (Chairperson)
Georgie Mullins - Georgina.mullins@education.wa.edu.au
John Jarzabek - John.jarzabek@education.wa.edu.au (Chairperson)

Kelly Pievaioli - Kelly.pievaioli@education.wa.edu.au
Damien Greaves - damien.greaves@education.wa.edu.au
Chantal Arnold - chantal.arnold@education.wa.edu.au
Susan Morrow - susan.morrow@education.wa.edu.au
Asa Bjork-Henderson - Asa.bjork-henderson@education.wa.edu.au
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Student Achievement in 2021
Literacy
Literacy forms the base of our curriculum. Teachers address literacy outcomes in a range of curriculum
areas. Our Literacy specialist worked across 5 classes with of the students enrolled at Albany Secondary
Education Support Centre. All students were identified as requiring additional support in reading, writing or
communication skills. In 2021 the focus for these students included:
•

Increasing phonemic awareness and spelling

•

Improving word knowledge and vocabulary

•

Increasing reading fluency and comprehension

•

Providing opportunities to develop essential communication skills

Assessments were conducted at the commencement of 2021and frequently throughout the year to
determine individual student literacy needs. Students received instruction in Literacy based on test results
and teacher observations. The assessments utilised included teacher made assessments, the AlphaOmega spelling assessment, the York Assessment for Reading Comprehension, as recommended by the
Dyslexia Speld Foundation as well as Multi-Lit Word Attack and Sight Word Assessment.

Writing and Spelling
43 students received Intensive Literacy which was taught by the Literacy specialist. The focus in 2021 was
on developing vocabulary and grammar skills as well as spelling skills. Students were placed either a
Phonological Awareness program or on the Alpha to Omega program in order to develop spelling skills. 6
students focussed on developing their phonological awareness, 25 students worked on level 1, 8 students
worked on level 2 and 4 students worked on level 3.

Reading
All 43 students who participated in the Intensive Literacy Program, were provided with opportunities to
develop their reading skills. Reading and practicing decoding and comprehension programs were used
with various books including; the Moon Dogs, Totem, Talisman, Star Struck and Quest series. Learning
activities included:
• Sequencing and retelling the steps in basic routines experienced.
• Sequencing and retelling simple narratives.
• Indicating and naming phonemes
• Reading sight words and those containing the student’s spelling target.
• Identifying features, decoding and comprehending different types of texts.

Multi Lit (Making Up Lost Time In Literacy)
The Multi Lit program is an evidence based reading intervention program which encompasses explicit
instruction the key areas of reading i.e. phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary and
comprehension. At the conclusion of 2021, new students who were Identified as appropriate for Multi Lit,
were assessed. This program is delivered 1:1 for up to 20 minutes, at least three times a week. During
2021, seven students were enrolled in the Word Attack program and four students in the Sight Words
program. Five students achieved their IEP goal, including one who successfully completed the Word
Attack Program, and three students achieved their IEP goals for the Sight Word Program.
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Student Achievement in 2021
Numeracy
Following the whole school review conducted in 2020, much emphasis in numeracy focussed on
obtaining, storing and using data more efficiently in order to track student progress. Indeed, whilst the
diagnostic assessment for our high ability students was considered successful, another version was
developed and produced for our high support students using the ABLEWA and SENAT curriculums, and
will be implemented across the school for the first time in January 2022. Whilst this will provide teachers

with flexibility in determining which curriculum is most appropriate for each student, it will offer a more
detailed understanding of each student’s skills, conceptual knowledge, confusions and misconceptions in
the four key mathematical strands of number, fractions and decimals, money and measurement. In
addition, the implementation in 2021 of an excel spreadsheet to store the data from each diagnostic
assessment undertaken will allow the school to chart student progress in numeracy throughout their time
at ASESC, and provide valuable knowledge as to the efficiency and suitability of teaching strategies, and
the quality of numeracy teaching across the school. In addition, other notable feats, additions or changes
to the numeracy program in 2021 included:
The numeracy co-ordinator was provided with three periods per week to oversee the development and
continued implementation of the whole-school numeracy program;
•

Selected teaching staff attended the course “Exploring a whole school approach to the effective
teaching, learning and assessment of mathematics – Part Two”;

•

The Numeracy co-ordinator visited some classes to provide observations and teaching strategies to
assist best practice teaching;

•

The Numeracy co-ordinator conducted after hours coaching of staff where required to assist with
best practice teaching;

•

The Numeracy co-ordinator used two of the three periods per week to teach extension Mathematics

to one student;
•

The Numeracy co-ordinator facilitated a whole school workshop designed to coach staff in best
practice techniques for completing diagnostic assessments.

The current Numeracy co-ordinator, Mark Turner resigned after five years in the role, and has been
replaced by Susan Morrow for 2022.
The Numeracy co-ordinator and Mathematics Committee also conducted Mathematics Observations with
the intention of focusing on the content of each Mathematics lesson and making sure that it was linked to
the High Performance Teaching Program (HITS) program. The observations noted whether the concept
and task taught were identifiable and whether it was relevant to the Individual Education Profiles (IEP)
and the needs of the student (identified from the diagnostic assessment). It also considered the strategies
used, focussing on their suitability to teach explicitly and, whether assessment strategies were used to
assess and identify misconception, and how relevant data was recorded.
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Student Achievement in 2021
Numeracy—continued
The results and considerations for change were:
The majority of teachers taught multiple skills in lessons with only a couple choosing one topic only. Most
tasks were applicable to each student according to their IEP’s with the only exceptions coming in lessons
where whole class teaching was applied.
Consideration: ASESC must ensure that teachers write lessons that apply, engage and are at the level of
each student. This may include writing several lessons for every lesson to ensure that students are
learning to their current understanding.
Strategies: An improved use of explicit teaching, kinaesthetic strategies and materials / manipulatives to
teach was observed with students generally engaged.
Consideration: Continued coaching, especially for new staff (particularly teachers), should be incorporated
to ensure that they are aware of strategies in how to teach Maths effectively and/or use materials wisely in
order to maximise student understanding.
Assessments and Recording: Whilst the observations did not observe every classroom’s assessment

strategy, those that were seen generally did not include an avenue for students to see their own
progression and learning. Whiteboards, whilst useful in providing explicit instruction, should not be used
for students to demonstrate their understandings.
Consideration: All working out should be seen in a grid book and marked by the teacher weekly, or use
‘structured worksheets’ where the worksheet is tailored to the task/concept in its entirety and allow
teachers to observe the student’s understanding. These worksheets may need to be developed by the
teacher in their entirety to ensure that they provide evidence of the investigative, practical and/or
independent work done. When completing algorithms from worksheets, these need to be written in to grid
books as standard. All students should get an opportunity to write their understandings independently to
see their progression and to advise the teacher of confusions / misconceptions. All student work should be
marked by the teacher weekly and placed in a file.
As a result, it was proposed at the Mathematics committee that an additional focus on assessment may be
prioritised in 2022.
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Student Information in 2021
Student Numbers and Characteristics
Secondary
Full Time
Kin

Y07

Y08

Y09

Y10

Y11

Y12

13

4

13

6

10

17

PPR

Pri

Sec

Total

Male

47

47

Female

16

16

Total

63

63

USE

Total
63

Student numbers have been steadily increasing over the last ten years.
Semester 2

•
•
•

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Lower Secondary

33

33

37

32

36

Upper Secondary

13

12

18

20

27

Total

46

45

55

52

63

Student numbers continued to increase in 2021.
A predicted cohort for incoming year 7 2022 is 12 students.
We have 13 graduating students who we wish well as they move to work in our community.

Student Attendance
Due to the nature of the students in our school, including several students with severe medical and mental
health conditions, our attendance rates are lower than that of W.A public schools. Most students attend
regularly. We follow the Department of Education policy; for example we call all parents of students who
have unexplained absence by 10am. We take a very supportive, relationship based role with attendance,
including having teachers follow up with unwell students, supportive phone calls, home visits, send work
home when it is appropriate, and have transitional timetables for preferred learning areas for students who

have very low attendance rates.
Attendance Rate
School

WA Public Schools

2018

85.4%

87.6%

2019

85.1%

86.8%

2020

86.4%

87.3%
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Naplan
All parents/carers are given the opportunity to have their son/daughter either participate or not in Naplan.
In 2021 we had three students sit the Naplan assessment; one student in year 9 and two students in year
7.
Our year 9 student achieved a Band 8 in Reading and Band 9 in Spelling and Grammar which is above
the National standard. He achieved a Band 7 in Numeracy.
Parents and student were given an opportunity to follow a WACE pathway, but chose to continue on the
forecast pathway.

Workforce
Workforce Composition
Administration Staff

Principals

1

1.0

0

Associate / Deputy / Vice Principals

1

1.0

0

Total Administration Staff

2

2.0

0

Other Teaching Staff

14

11.6

1

Total Teaching Staff

14

11.6

1

Clerical / Administrative

7

5.6

0

Other Non-Teaching Staff

33

28.0

1

Total School Support Staff

40

33.6

1

Total

56

47.2

2

Teaching Staff

School Support Staff

The workforce at ASESC is very stable, we generally have very little staff movement; however in 2021 a
number of staff retired or moved out of our region. Consequently we selected staff who met the school

needs. We also employed a Deputy Principal; which had been planned for a few years. We have diversity
in age, gender, background and disability.
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School Finances
The school entered 2021 with an overall carry forward from 2020 of $150,000. Salary savings had been
generated throughout 2020 when staff were absent and not replaced. Savings were also derived from
the impact of COVID-19 on realising some programs, particularly staff professional development that
wasn’t able to take place given health restrictions in place at the time.
Although a significant surplus was carried forward from 2020, the school’s opening financial position for
2021 was a $120,000 salary deficit that required additional funding from the school’s reserve. ASESCs
responsiveness in meeting student’s individual learning needs is evident from the strategic financial
management that enabled the allocation of additional funding to support the employment of staffing
support needed for students where student centred funding allocated by the Department of Education
was insufficient to meet the student’s needs. The Finance Committee worked closely with the Principal to
monitor the budget throughout 2021 and as forecast the school recouped the initial salary deficit to
salaries closing the year with positive variance of $141,000. The school diversified local revenue sources
by entering into a Deed of License with Albany OSHC to use facilities for a vacation care service. The
school’s recently refurbished grounds include a contemporary outdoor adventure play area that has been
enjoyed by the children who attend the vacation care service.
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Student- Centred Funding – 2021
Per Student Funding $607,733.00
Student and School Characteristics $2,992,102.33
Disability Adjustments $68,150.74
Targeted Initiatives $63,166.02
Operational Response Allocation $3,185.00
Regional Allocation $0.00
Total 2021 $3,734,337.09
Transition Adjustment $0.00
Total After Transition Adjustment $3,734,337.09
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